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Abstract 

The work contains an explanatory note on 102 sheets, contains 54 figures, 20 

tables, 1 application.  

Key words: finance dataset, correlation, binning, information value, logistic 

regression, random forest, visual scoring calculator.  

In the field of financial risk control, everyone should know the scorecard. The 

so-called scorecard is to score the credit customers, the model gets the score, and the 

evaluation result is given by setting the threshold. The result can be directly used for 

passing or rejecting, or for policy application.  

One of the primary risks faced by banks is credit risk, of which loan risk is the 

main element. This thesis aims to screen credit customers with big data analysis 

(logistic regression), according to the personal information on the finance dataset, 

find the right person (good or bad). 

This work aims to screen credit customers according to the personal 

information on the finance dataset, finding the right person (the good customer). A 

bank credit score card is established for the bank's customer data through GUI, and 

a score can be obtained by entering some customer information, which provides help 

for the bank's customer classification. 
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1. Project Introduction 

Data mining is the process of extracting information and knowledge that 

people do not know in advance but that has potential usefulness from a large amount 

of incomplete, noisy, fuzzy, and random actual data. Generally speaking, the results 

of data mining do not require completely accurate knowledge, but rather a general 

trend. As far as specific applications are concerned, data mining is the process of 

using various analytical tools to discover relationships between models and data in 

massive data sets, and these models and relationships can be used to make 

predictions. One of the primary risks faced by banks is credit risk, of which loan risk 

is the main element.  

Typical bank big data application scenarios focus on database marketing, user 

management, data risk control, product design, and decision support. At present, the 

commercial application of big data in banks is mainly based on their own transaction 

data and customer data, external data is supplemented by descriptive data analysis, 

predictive data modeling is supplemented, and business customers are the main 

business. Supplemented by operating products. 

Most of the banking data is structured data with strong financial attributes, 

which are stored in traditional relational databases and data warehouses. Through 

data mining, some of the knowledge hidden in transaction data with commercial 

value can be analyzed. 

A random forest is a supervised machine learning algorithm that is constructed 

from decision tree algorithms. This algorithm is applied in various industries such 

as banking and e-commerce to predict behavior and outcomes. 

This work aims to screen credit customers according to the personal 

information on the finance dataset, finding the right person (the good customer), 

including: 

• Data reading and preprocessing 

• Correlation analysis of variables 
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• Model building 

• Parameter optimization 

• Model prediction and feature importance 

• Visualize decision trees and random forests  

• Compare the classification accuracy of decision trees and random 

forests. 

• Make a visual scorecard 
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2. Dataset introduction: 

The data is the personal information of three thousand users selected 

from a bank.The purpose is to build a model based on the existing 

customer information and default performance to predict whether to 

loan.(good or bad) 

Table 1. Dataset basic info 

Variable Name Description Type 

AGE Age  integer 

BUREAU Credit Bureau Risk Class  integer  

CAR Type of Vehicle  string 

CARDS Credit Cards string 

CASH Requested cash string 

CHILDREN Num of Children   integer  

DIV Large region integer 

EC_CARD EC_card holders integer  

FINLOAN Num finished Loans integer 

GB Good/Bad G/B 

INC Salary integer 

INC1 Salary+ec_card integer  

INCOME Income integer 

LOANS Num of running loans integer  

LOCATION Location of Credit Bureau   integer 

NAT Nationality string 

NMBLOAN Num Mybank Loans integer 

PERS_H Num in Household integer  

PRODUCT Type of Business string 

PROF Profession string 
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REGN Region integer 

RESID Residence Type string 

STATUS Status    integer 

TEL Telephone integer  

TITLE Title integer 

TMADD Time at Address integer  

TMJOB1 Time at Job integer 
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3. Data preprocessing 

3.1  Data preprocessing by SAS 

3.1.1 Import data 

The first step is data import. By using PROC IMPORT I import our dataset and 

the file I used here is (.xls) file. 

 

This is my code: 

 
proc import 

 datafile='C:\Users\Administrator\Desktop\sas 

finance\accepts.xls' 

 out=yubo.test1 

 replace 

 dbms=xls; 

 getnames=yes; 

 run; 

 

 
Figure 1. Import data by SAS 

 

3.1.2 View Descriptive statistics of variables 

Data preprocessing is a data mining technique that involves transforming 

raw data into an understandable format. Real-world data is often incomplete, 

inconsistent, and/or lacking in certain behaviors or trends, and is likely to contain 

many errors. Data preprocessing is a proven method of resolving such issues. 
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This part is about descriptive statistics. 

 

Code: 
proc means data=yubo.test1  

n min max mean median std maxdec=2; 

title 'Descriptive statistics of variables(n min max 

mean median std)'; 

run; 

 

 
Figure 2. Descriptive statistics of variables by SAS 

 

3.1.3 Fill in missing values 

The concept of missing values is important to understand in order to 

successfully manage data. If the missing values are not handled properly by the 

researcher, then he/she may end up drawing an inaccurate inference about the data. 

http://www.statisticssolutions.com/academic-solutions/resources/dissertation-resources/data-entry-and-management/multiple-imputation-for-missing-data/
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Due to improper handling, the result obtained by the researcher will differ from ones 

where the missing values are present. 

 Fewer missing values: Directly delete samples with missing values. 

 Moderate Missing Values: Impute missing values based on correlations 

between variables. 

 More missing values: List feature values as attributes 

Let us find missing values. 

 

Code: 
PROC FORMAT; 

VALUE $MISSFMT ' ' ='MISSING' OTHER='NOT MISSING'; 

VALUE MISSFMT . ='MISSING' OTHER='NOT MISSING'; 

RUN; 

PROC FREQ DATA=yubo.test1; 

FORMAT _CHAR_ $MISSFMT.; 

TABLES _CHAR_ /MISSING MISSPRINT NOCUM NOPERCENT; 

FORMAT _NUMERIC_ MISSFMT.; 

TABLES _NUMERIC_ /MISSING MISSPRINT NOCUM NOPERCENT;                         

RUN; 
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Figure 3. Frequency of dataset by SAS 

 

Yes, you have seen it write these numbers is my missing values in each column. 

So, I change missing to most common value. 

 

3.1.4 Handle outliers values 

Code: 
data Work.test2;    

set Work.test1; 

if product='' then product='Radio, TV, Hifi'; 

if resid='' then resid='Lease'; 

if prof='' then prof='Others'; 

run; 
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find outliers 

proc univariate data=Work.test2 robustscale plot; 

var inc age income; 

run; 

 
Figure 4. Outliers of inc variables by SAS 

 

 
Figure 5. Outliers of age variables by SAS 
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Figure 6. Outliers of income variables by SAS 

 

So, from these pictures, we can get the outliers of age, inc and income, then I 

will delete outliers. 

 

Code: 
data Work.test2; 

set Work.test1; 

if children=23 then delete; 

if income=100000 then delete; 

if cash=100000 then delete; 

run; 
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3.1.5 Drop duplicates 

This part is about duplicates. 

Code: 

 
proc sort data=Work.test2 

nodupkey out=NotDuplicate; 

by title tel nmbloan finloan income ec_card inc1 

children pers_h age tmadd tmjob1 bureau loans regn 

cash product resid nat prof car cards; 

run; 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Handling results for duplicate values by SAS 

3.1.6 Digitalization of data 

This is about digitalization of data. 

Code: 
data Work.test3; 

set Work.test2; 

if title='H'   then title_=1; 

if title='R'   then title_=2; 

 

if product='Cars'                then product_=1; 

if product='Dept. Store,Mail'    then product_=2; 

if product='Radio, TV, Hifi'     then product_=3; 

if product='Leisure'             then product_=4; 

if product='Others'              then product_=5; 
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if product='Furniture,Carpet'    then product_=6; 

 

if resid='Lease'              then resid_=1; 

if resid='Owner'              then resid_=2; 

 

if nat='German'               then nat_=1; 

if nat='Greek'                then nat_=2; 

if nat='Italian'              then nat_=3; 

if nat='Other European'       then nat_=4; 

if nat='Turkish'              then nat_=5; 

if nat='Spanish/Portugue'     then nat_=6; 

if nat='Others'               then nat_=7; 

if nat='Yugoslav'             then nat_=8; 

 

 

if prof='State,Steel Ind,'     then prof_=1; 

if prof='Civil Service, M'     then prof_=2; 

if prof='Food,Building,Ca'     then prof_=3; 

if prof='Military Service'     then prof_=4; 

if prof='Others'               then prof_=5; 

if prof='Pensioner'            then prof_=6; 

if prof='Sea Vojage, Gast'     then prof_=7; 

if prof='Self-employed pe'     then prof_=8; 

if prof='Chemical Industr'     then prof_=9; 

 

if car='Car'                 then car_=1; 

if car='Car and Motor bi'    then car_=2; 

if car='Without Vehicle'     then car_=3; 

 

if cards='American Express'    then cards_=1; 
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if cards='Cheque card'         then cards_=2; 

if cards='Mastercard/Euroc'    then cards_=3; 

if cards='Other credit car'    then cards_=4; 

if cards='VISA Others'         then cards_=5; 

if cards='VISA mybank'         then cards_=6; 

if cards='no credit cards'     then cards_=7; 

 

drop title product resid nat prof car cards; 

run; 

 

 
Figure 8. Digitalization of data by SAS 

3.2  Data preprocessing by Python 

3.2.1 Import dataset and check it 

The data is the personal information of three thousand users selected from a b

ank 

Columns: (['TITLE', 'CHILDREN', 'PERS_H', 'AGE', 'TMADD', 'TMJOB1', '

TEL', 

       'NMBLOAN', 'FINLOAN', 'INCOME', 'EC_CARD', 'INC', 'INC1', 'BURE

AU', 

       'LOANS', 'REGN', 'CASH', 'PRODUCT', 'RESID', 'NAT', 'PROF', 'CAR', 

       'CARDS', 'GB'], dtype='object') 

Code: 
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df = 

pd.read_csv(r'C:\Users\Administrator\Desktop\scientific

_work\1.csv') 

df.shape 

df.columns 

df.head(5) 

 
Figure 9. Import and check the shape of dataset by Python 

 
Figure 10. Check part of dataset by Python 

 

3.2.2 View Descriptive statistics of variables 

Code: 
df.describe().T 
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Figure 11. Descriptive statistics of variables by Python 

 

3.2.3 Fill in missing values and drop duplicates 

Methods for dealing with missing values include the following: 

Fewer missing values: Directly delete samples with missing values. 

Moderate Missing Values: Impute missing values based on correlations 

between variables. 

More missing values: List feature values as attributes. 

So first check our dataset for missing cases. 
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Figure 12. Dealing with missing values by Python 

From the above figure, we find that the missing rate of the variable RESID is 

relatively large, so we fill in the missing values according to the correlation between 

the variables, but the data type of RESID is a string, so we use the mode to fill in 

here. And the variable PRODUCT and PROF has fewer missing values, so we delete 

it directly. 

After dealing with missing values, we review and drop duplicates. 

 
Figure 13. Review and drop duplicates by Python 

Code: 
RESID=df.loc[:,"RESID"].values.reshape(-1,1) 

imp_mode=SimpleImputer(strategy="most_frequent") 

df.loc[:,"RESID"]=imp_mode.fit_transform(RESID) 

df = df.drop_duplicates() 

df.isnull().sum() 

df = df.dropna() 

df.isnull().sum() 
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3.2.4 Handle outliers values 

After dealing with missing values, deal with outliers. Outliers generally refer 

to values that deviate significantly from the data. In statistics, for example, outliers 

are defined as values less than Q1-1.5IQR or greater than Q3+1.5IQR. We observe 

and deal with outliers of each variable by drawing boxplots. 

 

Figure 14. Handling outliers1 by Python 
 

 

Figure 15. Handling outliers2 by Python 

 

Code: 
df[['CHILDREN']].boxplot() 

df = df[df['CHILDREN']<10] 
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df[['CHILDREN']].boxplot() 

df[['PERS_H']].boxplot() 

df[['AGE']].boxplot() 

df[['TMADD']].boxplot() 

df = df[df['TMADD']<400] 

df[['TMADD']].boxplot() 

df[['TMJOB1']].boxplot() 

df = df[df['TMJOB1']<400] 

df[['TMJOB1']].boxplot() 

df[['TEL']].boxplot() 

df[['NMBLOAN']].boxplot() 

df[['FINLOAN']].boxplot() 

df[['INCOME']].boxplot() 

df = df[df['INCOME']<20000] 

df[['INCOME']].boxplot() 

df[['EC_CARD']].boxplot() 

df[['INC']].boxplot() 

df[['INC1']].boxplot() 

df[['BUREAU']].boxplot() 

df[['LOANS']].boxplot() 

df[['REGN']].boxplot() 

df[['CASH']].boxplot() 

df = df[df['CASH']<20000] 

df[['CASH']].boxplot() 

df[['GB']].boxplot() 
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3.2.5 Categorical Variable Handling 

In general, common processing methods for categorical variables with small 

number of categories are: one-hot encoding, dummy encoding and label encoding. 

Before, when using SAS software to preprocess the data, we used the label encoding 

method. Label encoding is the serialized label encoding, which marks 0, 1, 2, ....., n 

according to the order and number of categorical variables. For easy comparison, we 

will use one-hot encoding for processing in the next python. 

One-hot encoding, similar to dummy variables, is a way to convert categorical 

variables into several binary columns. where 1 means that an input belongs to that 

category. 

 
Figure 16. One-hot encoding of dataset by Python 

From a machine learning perspective, one-hot encoding is not a good way to 

encode categorical variables. 

Because one-hot encoding adds a large number of dimensions, it is necessary 

to enumerate all the value cases under this feature. 

One-hot encoding not only adds a lot of dimension to the dataset, but there is actually 

not much information, many times 1 is scattered among many zeros, that is, useful 

information is scattered in a large amount of data. This can lead to unusually sparse 

results, making it difficult to optimize, especially for neural networks. 
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Worse, there is a linear relationship between each informative sparse column. 

This means that one variable can easily be predicted using other variables, leading 

to problems of parallelism and multicollinearity in high dimensions. 

 

The loss function of some models is sensitive to the size of the value, that is, 

the size of the value between the variables is relatively meaningful, such as logistic 

regression, SVM, etc., we temporarily call it a type A model; some models 

themselves are not sensitive to numerical changes. , the meaning of numerical 

existence is more for sorting, that is, there is no difference between 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 

1, 2, and 3. Most of these models are tree models, which are temporarily called B-

type models. 

Type A model 

Categorical variables must do one hot encoding, because label encoding has no 

numerical meaning. 

But for variables with many categories, doing one hot encoding will make the 

generated variables too sparse, so here are some empirical methods. Another method 

is to place the top n categories with the most occurrences of one hot, and other 

categories in the variables of other categories; you can also use the positive rate in 

the y value (training value) to merge, but it is prone to overfitting. 

Type B model 

If the B-type model is used and it is an ordered variable, label encoding is 

preferred, and the assignment must be consistent with the order. 

If it is an unordered variable, the two methods are not very different in many 

cases, but the effect of label encoding is generally better than one hot encoding in 

actual use. This is because in the tree model, label encoding can at least achieve the 

same effect as one hot encoding, and the extra information is that the value after 

label encoding itself has a sorting effect, which can play the effect of merging 

categorical variables. , this effect is more pronounced for variables with more 

categories. 
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3.2.6 EDA(Exploratory Data Analysis) 

Before building a model, we generally perform Exploratory Data Analysis on 

the existing data. EDA refers to the exploration of existing data (especially raw data 

from surveys or observations) with as few a priori assumptions as possible. 

Commonly used exploratory data analysis methods are: histogram, scatter plot and 

boxplot. Here we will use histogram. 

 
Figure 17. Histogram of AGE 

 

 

 
Figure 18. Histogram of INCOME 
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4. Feature variable selection 

4.1 Correlation Matrix 

4.1.1 Correlation Matrix (SAS) 

Feature variable selection (ranking) is very important for data analysis, machine 

learning practitioners. Good feature selection can improve the performance of the 

model and help us understand the characteristics and underlying structure of the data, 

which plays an important role in further improving the model and algorithm. 

Next, we got to the point where we started to calculate the correlation between 

the sets of data. We generally use the correlation coefficient to describe the 

correlation between the two sets of data, and the correlation coefficient is obtained 

by dividing the covariance by the standard deviation of the two variables, and the 

correlation coefficient will be between [-1, 1], - 1 means completely negative 

correlation and 1 means completely correlated.  

 

 
 

Figure 19. Correlation Matrix 
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4.1.2 Correlation (Hive) 

Hive is a data warehouse tool based on Hadoop, which can map structured data 

files to a database table and provide SQL-like query functions. 

Code: 
SELECT  

       round(corr(INCOME,GB),2) as 

correlation_INCOME_GB, 

       round(corr(cash,GB),2) as correlation_CASH_GB, 

       round(stddev_pop(AGE),2) as std_p, 

       round(stddev_samp(AGE),2) as std_s, 

       percentile(INCOME,0.75) as 75quartiles, 

       percentile(INCOME,0.5) as median, 

       percentile(INCOME,0.25) as 25quartiles, 

       var_samp(CASH) as variance_s, 

       var_pop(CASH) as variance_p 

from finance; 

 

 

Figure 20. Correlation and variance 

4.1.3 Correlation (Python) 

Let's first check the correlation between variables and have an intuitive 

understanding of the variables. We use the seaborn package in Python to call the 

heatmap() drawing function to draw the correlation diagram. 
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Figure 21. Correlation before processing  

The correlation between most of the variables is very small, and there is no 

multicollinearity problem. A few of them have multicollinearity, that is, there may 

be two variables that are highly correlated and need to be eliminated. 

('INCOME', 'EC_CARD', 'INC', 'INC1')=>('INCOME') and ('BUREAU', 

'LOANS') => ('LOANS') 

 

 

Figure 22. Processed correlation 
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4.2 Binning 

Binning processing is also known as continuous variable discretization, there 

are generally equidistant, equal frequency, chi-square binning and other methods in 

the development of credit scorecards. First, the optimal segmentation of continuous 

variables is selected. When the distribution of continuous variables does not meet 

the requirements of optimal segmentation, the continuous variables are considered 

to be equally spaced. The code for optimal binning is as follows: 

For AGE, INCOME and CASH TMJOB1 TMADD we use optimal binning to 

classify. 
x2_d,x2_iv,x2_cut,x2_woe = mono_bin(y_trian,X_trian.AGE) 

x3_d,x3_iv,x3_cut,x3_woe = mono_bin(y_trian,X_trian.TMADD) 

x4_d,x4_iv,x4_cut,x4_woe = mono_bin(y_trian,X_trian.TMJOB1) 

x8_d,x8_iv,x8_cut,x8_woe = mono_bin(y_trian,X_trian.INCOME) 

x11_d,x11_iv,x11_cut,x11_woe = mono_bin(y_trian,X_trian.CASH) 

Code: 
def mono_bin(Y, X, n=10): 

    r = 0 

    good=Y.sum() 

    bad=Y.count()-good 

    while np.abs(r) < 1:  

        d1 = pd.DataFrame({"X": X, "Y": Y, "Bucket": 

pd.qcut(X, n,duplicates="drop")}) 

        d2 = d1.groupby('Bucket', as_index = True) 

        r, p = stats.spearmanr(d2.mean().X, 

d2.mean().Y)   

        n = n - 1 

    d3 = pd.DataFrame(d2.X.min(), columns = ['min']) 

    d3['min']=d2.min().X 

    d3['max'] = d2.max().X 

    d3['sum'] = d2.sum().Y 

    d3['total'] = d2.count().Y 
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    d3['rate'] = d2.mean().Y 

    d3['woe']=np.log((d3['rate']/good)/((1-

d3['rate'])/bad)) 

    d3['goodattribute']=d3['sum']/good 

    d3['badattribute']=(d3['total']-d3['sum'])/bad 

    iv=((d3['goodattribute']-

d3['badattribute'])*d3['woe']).sum() 

    d4 = (d3.sort_values(by = 

'min')).reset_index(drop=True) 

    woe=list(d4['woe'].round(3)) 

    cut=[] 

    cut.append(float('-inf')) 

    for i in range(1,n+1): 

        qua=X.quantile(i/(n+1)) 

        cut.append(round(qua,4)) 

    cut.append(float('inf')) 

    return d4,iv,cut,woe 

def self_bin(Y,X,cat): 

    good=Y.sum() 

    bad=Y.count()-good 

    

d1=pd.DataFrame({'X':X,'Y':Y,'Bucket':pd.cut(X,cat)}) 

    d2=d1.groupby(['Bucket']) 

    d3=pd.DataFrame(d2['X'].min(),columns=['min']) 

    d3['min']=d2['X'].min() 

    d3['max']=d2['X'].max() 

    d3['sum']=d2['Y'].sum() 

    d3['total']=d2['Y'].count() 

    d3['rate']=d2['Y'].mean() 

    d3['goodattribute']=d3['sum']/good 
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    d3['badattribute']=(d3['total']-d3['sum'])/bad 

    

d3['woe']=np.log(d3['goodattribute']/d3['badattribute']

) 

    iv=((d3['goodattribute']-

d3['badattribute'])*d3['woe']).sum() 

    d4=d3.sort_values(by='min') 

    print(d4) 

    print('-'*40) 

    woe=list(d3['woe'].values) 

    return d4,iv,woe 

However, other variables cannot be binned in this way, so we use manual 

selection: the selection method is as follows. 

Code: 
x0_cut=[ninf,0,1,2,5,pinf] 

x1_cut=[ninf,1,2,3,5,pinf] 

x5_cut=[ninf,1,2,pinf] 

x6_cut = [ninf, 0, 1, 2, pinf] 

x7_cut = [ninf, 0, 1, pinf] 

x9_cut = [ninf, 0, 1, 2, pinf] 

x10_cut = [ninf, 0, 4, 5, pinf] 

x13_cut=[ninf,1,2,pinf] 

x14_cut=[ninf,1,3,5,pinf] 

x15_cut=[ninf,1,2,pinf] 

x16_cut=[ninf,1,8,pinf] 

x17_cut=[ninf,1,5,pinf] 

x18_cut=[ninf,1,3,pinf] 

x19_cut=[ninf,1,2,5,pinf] 
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Figure 23. Partial binning results display 

 

4.3 Information Value 

When doing feature screening, one of the ways we judge whether the feature is 

useful is that we can calculate the IV (Information Value) to judge the importance 

of the feature to the result. 

IV measures the amount of information of a variable. From the perspective of 

the formula, it is equivalent to a weighted summation of the WOE value of the 

independent variable. The size of the value determines the degree of influence of the 

independent variable on the target variable. The IV value is the difference in the 
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distribution of good and bad customers for a single variable. The greater the 

difference, the higher the discrimination between good and bad customers. 

 

Figure 24. Formula of IV value 

 

where Badi – Bad samples and the number of group i. 
BadT – The total number of bad samples. 
Goodi – Good samples and the number of group i. 
GoodT – The total number of good samples. 
 

IV=sum((goodattribute-badattribute)*woe), the full name of IV is Information 

Value, which is generally used to compare the predictive ability of features. IV0.1 

or above is considered predictive ability, and 0.2 or above is considered relatively 

predictive. 

 
Figure 25. Plot Correlation between variables 

 

As can be seen from the above figure, the IV values of x0, x3, x4, x7, x8, x9, 

x10, x11, x13, x14, x15, x16, x17 variables are significantly lower, that is, the values 

of CHILDREN, TMADD, TMJOB1, FINLOAN, INCOME, LOANS, REGN, 

CASH, title_, product_, resid_, nat_, prof_ variables. We kept variables with IV 
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values greater than 0.10. The IV value is significantly lower, the predictive power is 

poor, and its correlation with the value we want to predict GB (the dependent 

variable) is low, so these variables are removed. 

 

4.4 Weight of Evidence 

The Weight of Evidence (WOE) transformation can transform a logistic 

regression model into a standard scorecard format. Before building the model, we 

need to convert the filtered variables into WoE values for credit scoring. 

 
Figure 26. Formula of WOE value 

where Badi – Bad samples and the number of group i. 
BadT – The total number of bad samples. 
Goodi – Good samples and the number of group i. 
GoodT – The total number of good samples. 

 

Next, woe all the required features, discard the unnecessary features, and keep 

only the WOE-transcoded variables: 

 
Figure 27. WOE value of 4 variables 
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5.Model building 

5.1 Build Logistic regression model and test accuracy (SAS) 

Logistic regression is a supervised machine learning classification algorithm 

that is used to predict the probability of a categorical dependent variable. The 

dependent variable is a binary variable that contains data coded as 1 (yes/true) or 0 

(no/false), used as Binary classifier (not in regression). Logistic regression can make 

use of large numbers of features including continuous and discrete variables and 

non-linear features. In Logistic Regression, the Sigmoid (aka Logistic) Function is 

used. 

 

Figure 28. Sigmoid function 

 

We want a model that predicts probabilities between 0 and 1, that is, S-shaped. 

There are lots of S-shaped curves. We use the logistic model: Probability = 1 / [1 

+exp (B0 + b1X)] or loge[P/(1-P)] = B0 +B1X. The function on left, loge[P/(1-P)], 

is called the logistic function. 

 

In any model is that we’re going to split data-set into two separate sets, so i got 

two parts, one of them is named train, and another is named test. 

 

Code: 

 
data Work.test3_part; 

set Work.test3; 
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label x='Random num'; 

x=ranuni(int(time())); 

run; 

data test; 

 set Work.test3_part; 

 if x>0.75; 

run; 

data train; 

 set Work.test3_part; 

 if x<=0.75; 

run; 

 

Well here it’s my algorithm model. Generally we split the data-set into 75:25 

ratio .what does it mean, 75 percent data take in train and 25 percent data take in 

test. 

 

Code: 
ods graphics on; 

proc logistic data = train descending; 

 model GB = CHILDREN PERS_H AGE INCOME TMADD title_ 

product_ resid_ nat_ prof_ car_ cards_TMJOB1 TEL 

NMBLOAN FINLOAN EC_CARD INC INC1 BUREAU LOANS REGN 

CASH/  

 

  selection = stepwise slstay=0.15 slentry=0.15 stb; 

 

  score data=train out = Logit_Training fitstat 

outroc=troc; 

 

  score data=test out = Logit_Validation fitstat 
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outroc=vroc; 

 

Run; 

 

 

 
 

Figure 29. ROC curve for train and test 

 

 
Figure 30. Summary of stepwise selection 
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Within SAS/STAT® 9.4. The resulting output and graphical displays are 

comprehensive and easily produced. We should seriously consider these valuable 

tools when fitting and choosing a logistic regression model. As a result of this 

program, a regression model was built for a test sample of data, which with curve of 

train = 0.7388 and curve of test = 0.7426. 

 

5.2 Logistic regression model fitting and get ROC curve (Python) 

Sklearn has the following characteristics: Simple and efficient data mining and 

data analysis tools. Allow everyone to reuse in complex environments. Building on 

NumPy, Scipy, MatPlotLib 

 

Logistic regression is a machine learning classification algorithm used to 

predict the probability of categorical dependent variables. In logistic regression, the 

dependent variable is a binary variable that contains data coded as 1 (yes, success, 

etc.) or 0 (no, failure, etc.). In other words, the logistic regression model predicts 

that P (Y = 1) is a function of X. 

 
Figure 31. Results of Logit Regression 
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Figure 32. The ROC curve 

 

ROC curve is another common tool used with binary classifiers. The dotted line 

represents the ROC curve of a pure random classifier; a good classifier is as far away 

from the line as possible (towards the upper left corner). 

5.3 Comparison of SAS and Python 

Sas: It is easy to clean data, analyze data and generate images. 

Python: High development efficiency, Python has a very powerful third-party 

library. 

In SAS, we can clearly and intuitively observe the results of data preprocessing, 

and it is more convenient to view the overall data set. Although our AUC in SAS is 

0.738, it is better than Python's 0.71. However, Python has a wealth of various 

libraries. In order to facilitate subsequent calculations and the design of scorecards 

and GUIs, we will only use Python for subsequent processing. 
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5.4 Decision Tree Model Training 

Decision Trees (DTs) are a non-parametric supervised learning method used 

for classification and regression. The goal is to create a model that predicts the value 

of a target variable by learning simple decision rules inferred from the data features. 

First, we have to install Graphviz drawing software： 

 

Figure 33. Install graphviz. 

Here, we installed this version 0.14.1. 

Graphviz is a visual graphics tool open sourced by AT&T Research and Lucent 

Bell Labs. It can be easily used to draw structured graph networks and supports 

multiple formats for output. 

The input of Graphviz is a drawing script written in dot language. Through the 

analysis of the input script, the points, edges and subgraphs are analyzed, and then 

drawn according to the attributes. 

Graphviz layout describes graphics in a simple text language, and makes charts 

in practical formats, such as images and SVG for web pages; PDF and Postscript 

that are placed in other files or displayed in an interactive graphics browser. 

In the second step, we need to import the libraries.. 

Matplotlib is a plotting library for Python. The pyplot package encapsulates 

many plotting functions. 

Fitting Classifier  to the Training set: 

https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/tree.html#tree-classification
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/tree.html#tree-regression
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Figure 34. Fitting Classifier to the Training set. 

Predicting the Test set results: 

 

Figure 35. Predicting the Test set results. 

Making the Confusion Matrix: 

 

Figure 36. Making the Confusion Matrix. 

Visual decision tree: 

 

 

Figure 37. Visual decision tree. 

 

We save the output picture to the desktop named ‘out’: 
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Figure 38. Output the picture. 

If the result is True, the code runs successfully. 

 

Figure 39. Decision tree. 

5.5 Random forests Model Training 

A random forest is a supervised machine learning algorithm that is constructed 

from decision tree algorithms. This algorithm is applied in various industries such 

as banking and e-commerce to predict behavior and outcomes. 
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Figure 40. Model of Random Forest 

Classification in random forests employs an ensemble methodology to attain 

the outcome. The training data is fed to train various decision trees. This dataset 

consists of observations and features that will be selected randomly during the 

splitting of nodes. 

 

Figure 41. Fitting model. 

Parameter optimization: 
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Figure 42. Parameter optimization. 

Estimate the importance of features: 

 

Figure 43. Estimate the importance of features. 

Get classification performance metrics: 

 

Figure 44. Get classification performance metrics. 

We save the output picture to the desktop: 
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Figure 45. Save the picture 

 

 

Figure 46. Visual one of the Random Forest 

 

6. Compare the Random forests to other models 

Any algorithm has limitations, so there is no "universal optimal algorithm", 

only a certain algorithm may be asymptotically optimal in a specific situation. 

Therefore, it is very important to evaluate the algorithm performance and choose the 

optimal algorithm. 

First of all, what we often say is to choose a correct evaluation standard. 

Common ones are: accuracy, recall, precision, ROC, Precision-Recall Curve, F1, etc. 

Here I choose ROC as the evaluation criterion: 
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Figure 47. Compare the Random forests to other models 

By comparing the AUC values of various models, we find that the accuracy of 

Random forests 73.0% significantly better than the accuracy of Other models. So, 

we finally choose the random forest model to find the right customers to help banks 

control loan risk.  

 

Code: 

from sklearn.metrics import confusion_matrix, 

accuracy_score, f1_score, roc_auc_score, recall_score, 

precision_score, \ 

    roc_curve 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

from sklearn.tree import DecisionTreeClassifier 

from sklearn.model_selection import KFold 
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from sklearn.discriminant_analysis import 

LinearDiscriminantAnalysis 

from sklearn.linear_model import LogisticRegression 

from sklearn.svm import SVC 

from sklearn.naive_bayes import GaussianNB 

from sklearn.model_selection import cross_val_score 

from matplotlib import pyplot 

from sklearn.neighbors import KNeighborsClassifier 

from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split 

from sklearn.metrics import classification_report 

from sklearn.ensemble import RandomForestClassifier 

from xgboost import XGBClassifier 

from sklearn.model_selection import cross_validate 

from sklearn.metrics import roc_curve, auc 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

import pandas as pd 

import numpy as np 

 

df = 

pd.read_csv(r'C:\Users\Administrator\Desktop\scientific

_work\2.csv') 

df = df[df['PERS_H']<10] 

X = df[['PERS_H', 'AGE', 'TEL', 'NMBLOAN', 'car_', 

'cards_']] 
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y = df['GB'] 

X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test = train_test_split(X, 

y, test_size=0.25, random_state=2022) 

 

 

def calculate_auc(y_test, pred): 

    print("auc:", roc_auc_score(y_test, pred)) 

    fpr, tpr, thersholds = roc_curve(y_test, pred) 

    roc_auc = auc(fpr, tpr) 

    plt.plot(fpr, tpr, 'k-', label='ROC (area = 

{0:.2f})'.format(roc_auc), color='blue', lw=2) 

    plt.xlim([-0.05, 1.05]) 

    plt.ylim([-0.05, 1.05]) 

    plt.xlabel('False Positive Rate') 

    plt.ylabel('True Positive Rate') 

    plt.title('ROC Curve') 

    plt.legend(loc="lower right") 

    plt.plot([0, 1], [0, 1], 'k--') 

    plt.show() 

 

def Find_Optimal_Cutoff(TPR, FPR, threshold): 

    y = TPR - FPR 

    Youden_index = np.argmax(y)  # Only the first 

occurrence is returned. 
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    optimal_threshold = threshold[Youden_index] 

    point = [FPR[Youden_index], TPR[Youden_index]] 

    return optimal_threshold, point 

 

 

def ROC(label, y_prob): 

    fpr, tpr, thresholds = roc_curve(label, y_prob) 

    roc_auc = auc(fpr, tpr) 

    optimal_threshold, optimal_point = 

Find_Optimal_Cutoff(TPR=tpr, FPR=fpr, 

threshold=thresholds) 

    return fpr, tpr, roc_auc, optimal_threshold, 

optimal_point 

 

def calculate_metric(label, y_prob, optimal_threshold): 

    p = [] 

    for i in y_prob: 

        if i >= optimal_threshold: 

            p.append(1) 

        else: 

            p.append(0) 

    confusion = confusion_matrix(label, p) 

    print(confusion) 

    TP = confusion[1, 1] 
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    TN = confusion[0, 0] 

    FP = confusion[0, 1] 

    FN = confusion[1, 0] 

    Accuracy = (TP + TN) / float(TP + TN + FP + FN) 

    Sensitivity = TP / float(TP + FN) 

    Specificity = TN / float(TN + FP) 

    return Accuracy, Sensitivity, Specificity 

 

models = [('Logit', LogisticRegression(max_iter=5000)), 

          ('KNN', KNeighborsClassifier()), 

          ('SVM', SVC(probability=True)), 

          ('GNB', GaussianNB()), 

          ('DT', 

DecisionTreeClassifier(random_state=0)), 

          ('RF', RandomForestClassifier(max_depth=2, 

random_state=0))] 

 

results = [] 

roc_ = [] 

 

for name, model in models: 

    clf = model.fit(X_train, y_train) 

    pred_proba = clf.predict_proba(X_test) 
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    y_prob = pred_proba[:, 1] 

    fpr, tpr, roc_auc, Optimal_threshold, optimal_point 

= ROC(y_test, y_prob) 

 

    Accuracy, Sensitivity, Specificity = 

calculate_metric(y_test, y_prob, Optimal_threshold) 

    result = [Optimal_threshold, Accuracy, Sensitivity, 

Specificity, roc_auc, name] 

    results.append(result) 

    roc_.append([fpr, tpr, roc_auc, name]) 

 

df_result = pd.DataFrame(results) 

df_result.columns = ["Optimal_threshold", "Accuracy", 

"Sensitivity", "Specificity", "AUC_ROC", "Model_name"] 

 

color = ["darkorange", "navy", "red", "green", "yellow", 

"pink"] 

plt.figure() 

plt.figure(figsize=(10, 10)) 

lw = 2 

plt.plot(roc_[0][0], roc_[0][1], color=color[0], lw=lw, 

label=roc_[0][3] + ' (AUC = %0.3f)' % roc_[0][2]) 

plt.plot(roc_[1][0], roc_[1][1], color=color[1], lw=lw, 

label=roc_[1][3] + ' (AUC = %0.3f)' % roc_[1][2]) 
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plt.plot(roc_[2][0], roc_[2][1], color=color[2], lw=lw, 

label=roc_[2][3] + ' (AUC = %0.3f)' % roc_[2][2]) 

plt.plot(roc_[3][0], roc_[3][1], color=color[3], lw=lw, 

label=roc_[3][3] + ' (AUC = %0.3f)' % roc_[3][2]) 

plt.plot(roc_[4][0], roc_[4][1], color=color[4], lw=lw, 

label=roc_[4][3] + ' (AUC = %0.3f)' % roc_[4][2]) 

plt.plot(roc_[5][0], roc_[5][1], color=color[5], lw=lw, 

label=roc_[5][3] + ' (AUC = %0.3f)' % roc_[5][2]) 

plt.plot([0, 1], [0, 1], color='black', lw=lw, 

linestyle='--') 

plt.xlim([0.0, 1.0]) 

plt.ylim([0.0, 1.05]) 

plt.xlabel('False Positive Rate') 

plt.ylabel('True Positive Rate') 

plt.title('Receiver operating characteristic Curve') 

plt.legend(loc="lower right") 

plt.savefig("roc_curve.png", dpi=300) 

plt.show() 

7. Model checking and building scorecards 

After the model is trained, we need to convert each bin (that is, the value 

segment) for each variable into a specific score. 

The scorecard does not directly use the customer default rate p, but uses the 

ratio of the default probability to the normal probability, called Odds, that is, the 

scorecard will map odds to score. Odds means probability, probability, refers to the 

ratio of the probability (probability) of an event to the probability (probability) of 
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not occurring. 

odds1=p1/(1-p1)=A/B 

Among them, A and B are constants, and the reason for the negative sign in 

front of B is that the lower the default probability, the higher the score. Because in 

actual business, the higher the score, the lower the risk.\ 

Benchmark score. The benchmark score θ is the score at a certain ratio. Here 

we set it to 112. The reason for setting it to 112 is so that the value of q, which is our 

base Score, is exactly 100. 

 

Figure 48. Score calculation 

PDO (point of double), the change in the score when the ratio doubles. Suppose 

we set the score to decrease by 5 when odds double. 

Table 2. Feature Score Table 

Variable 
 

Interval 
 

Score 
 

base - 100 
PERS_H <=1 2.0 

(1,2] -1.0 
(2,3] -1.0 
(3,5] -1.0 
>=5 0.0 

AGE <=23.0 4.0 
(23.0, 25.0] 2.0 
(25.0, 28.0] 1.0 
(28.0, 31.0] 0.0 
(31.0, 35.0] -1.0 
(35.0, 39.0] -1.0 
(39.0, 46.0] -2.0 

>=46.0 -5.0 
TMJOB1 <=12.0 3.0 

(12.0, 21.0] 1.0 
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(21.0, 33.0] 0.0 
(33.0, 45.0] 0.0 
(45.0, 72.0] -0.0 

(72.0, 144.0] -1.0 
>=144.0 -4.0 

cards__ <=1.0 -0.0 
(1.0, 2.0] -5.0 
(2.0, 5.0] -6.0 

>=5.0 2.0 
 

Import our test data: 

  

Figure 49. Scoring Tests and Results 
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8. GUI scorecard 

It is convenient for bank managers to operate. We need to create a simple GUI 

visualization program, enter part of the user's information, and then get the 

customer's rating value, which will help the bank to evaluate whether it can get a 

loan. 

 

Figure 50. Enter test client information 

 

 

Figure 51. Get the rating results 
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Conclusion 

In this project, we preprocessed the banking data using Python and manually 

cleaned the Outliers based on boxplots. For the preprocessing of categorical 

variables, we have made a detailed introduction. Feature selection was performed by 

checking the correlation of variables and Information Value, and finally 4 important 

variables were screened out.  

    By comparing the AUC values of various models, we find that the accuracy of 

Random forests 73.0% significantly better than the accuracy of Other models. So, 

we finally choose the random forest model to find the right customers to help banks 

control loan risk.  

Finally, we use PyQT5 to make a visual scorecard, enter the user's four 

information, we can get the user's accurate score, help the bank to judge the value of 

the customer 
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9. Financial management, resource efficiency and resource 

saving 
The purpose of this section discusses the issues of competitiveness, resource 

efficiency and resource saving, as well as financial costs regarding the object of 

study of Master's thesis. Competitiveness analysis is carried out for this purpose. 

SWOT analysis helps to identify strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats 

associated with the project, and give an idea of working with them in each 

particular case. For the development of the project requires funds that go to the 

salaries of project participants and the necessary equipment, a complete list is 

given in the relevant section. The calculation of the resource efficiency indicator 

helps to make a final assessment of the technical decision on individual criteria and 

in general. 

9.1 Competitiveness analysis of technical solutions 

       In order to find sources of financing for the project, it is necessary, first, to 

determine the commercial value of the work. Analysis of competitive technical 

solutions in terms of resource efficiency and resource saving allows to evaluate the 

comparative effectiveness of scientific development. This analysis is advisable to 

carry out using an evaluation card. 

First of all, it is necessary to analyze possible technical solutions and choose 

the best one based on the considered technical and economic criteria. 

Evaluation map analysis presented in Table 1. The position of your research 

and competitors is evaluated for each indicator by you on a five-point scale, where 

1 is the weakest position and 5 is the strongest. The weights of indicators 

determined by you in the amount should be 1. Analysis of competitive technical 

solutions is determined by the formula: 

i iC W P ,= ⋅∑ , 

С - the competitiveness of research or a competitor; 

Wi– criterion weight; 

Pi – point of i-th criteria. 
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Pi1 – Accuracy of the obtained dataset 

Pi2 – Scoring Metrics for Prediction Accuracy 

 

Many banks have begun to try to use big data to drive business operations. 

For example, the China CITIC Bank Credit Card Center uses big data technology 

to achieve real-time marketing, China Everbright Bank has established a social 

network information database, and China Merchants Bank uses big data to develop 

small and micro loans.  

Our project helps bank managers judge whether a new user is worthy of a loan 

by evaluating the presentation of manufactured cards and visualizing the results. 

Models from other banks are currently slightly lacking in visual representation, but 

our visual display interface is concise and clear. 

 

 

Table 3. Evaluation card for comparison of competitive technical solutions 

Evaluation criteria  
Criterion 

weight 

Points 
Competitiveness 

Taking into account 

weight coefficients 

      
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Technical criteria for evaluating resource efficiency 

1. Ease of operation 0.10 5 3 5 0.50 0.30 0.50 

2. Enough data 0.30 4 4 5 1.2 1.2 1.5 

3. Smart interface quality 0.05 3 5 5 0.15 0.25 0.25 

4. Ability to connect to PC 0.05 4 4 4 0.20 0.20 0.20 
Economic criteria for performance evaluation 

1. Competitive power 0.10 4 3 5 0.4 0.3 0.5 

2. Prediction accuracy 0.30 5 4 4 1.5 1.2 1.2 

3. Development cost 0.05 3 3 3 0.15 0.15 0.15 

4. After-sale service 0.05 4 5 4 0.2 0.25 0.2 

fP i1P i2P fC i1C i2C
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Total 1 32 31 35 4.3 3.85 4.5 

 

At present, the commercial application of big data in banks is mainly based on 

their own transaction data and customer data, external data is supplemented by 

descriptive data analysis, predictive data modeling is supplemented, and business 

customers are the main business. Operating products as a supplement. 

 

 

 

9.2 SWOT analysis 

Complex analysis solution with the greatest competitiveness is carried out with 

the method of the SWOT analysis: Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and 

Threats. The analysis has several stages. The first stage consists of describing the 

strengths and weaknesses of the project, identifying opportunities and threats to the 

project that have emerged or may appear in its external environment. The second 

stage consists of identifying the compatibility of the strengths and weaknesses of 

the project with the external environmental conditions. This compatibility or 

incompatibility should help to identify what strategic changes are needed. 

Table 4. SWOT analysis 

 

Strengths: 

S1. Some of the information 

with commercial value can be 

analyzed through data 

mining. 

S2. Identify fraudulent 

transactions and help banks 

reduce risk. 

S3. Big data analysis can 

improve business decisions 

and provide data support. 

Weaknesses: 

W1. Noisy data in the dataset 

needs to be preprocessed. 

W2. Requires analysis using a 

large dataset to improve 

accuracy. 

W3. Binding to the Data, a 

dataset only applies to one 

bank. 

Opportunities: Strategy which based on Strategy which based on 
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O1. Conduct risk 

assessments on lenders, 

identify fraudulent 

transactions, and help bank 

managers reduce risk. 

O2. Visual processing of 

customer information, 

intuitive display of various 

scoring indicators, 

convenient for managers to 

operate. 

strengths and opportunities: 

Analyze the score of borrowers 

through machine learning 

methods, and visualize the 

information. 

weaknesses and opportunities: 

Use different data preprocessing 

methods whenever possible and 

analyze the results multiple times. 

Threats: 

T1. The prediction accuracy 

is not ideal. 

T2. The data set prepared by 

the bank is not large enough, 

which leads to the problem 

of prediction overfitting. 

 

Strategy which based on 

strengths and threats: The initial 

data needs to be feature-

engineered before prediction. 

 

Strategy which based on 

weaknesses and threats: Use 

cross-validation methods to 

prevent overfitting problems 

when performing data analysis. 

 

9.3 Project Initiation 

The initiation process group consists of processes that are performed to define 

a new project or a new phase of an existing one. In the initiation processes, the 

initial purpose and content are determined and the initial financial resources are 

fixed. The internal and external stakeholders of the project who will interact and 

influence the overall result of the research project are determined. 

Table 5. Stakeholders of the project 
Project stakeholders Stakeholder expectations 

Bank  Easy to use, high accuracy of scoring model. 

Customers of bank  Understanding the Bank's Scoring System. 

 

Table 6. Purpose and results of the project 

Purpose of project: This project aims to screen credit customers according 
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to the personal information on the finance dataset, 

finding the right person (the good customer). 

Expected results of the 

project: 

Display various scoring indicators in a visual way, and 

analyze customers who can be credited. 

Criteria for acceptance of 

the project result: 

The default rate of bank users who are guaranteed to 

pass the bank loan review is 10% lower than expected. 

Requirements for the 

project result: 

1. The project must be completed before May 31, 2022 

of the current year. 

2. The results obtained must meet the acceptance criteria 

of the project results. 

 

It is necessary to solve the some questions: who will be part of the working 

group of this project, determine the role of each participant in this project, and 

prescribe the functions of the participants and their number of labor hours in the 

project. 

Table 7.  Structure of the project 

№ Participant Role in the project Functions 

Labor time, 

hours 

(working 

days (from 

table 7) × 6 

hours) 

1 
Supervisor 

 

Head of project 

 

Suggest project 

direction and review 

master's thesis. 

384 hours  

 

2 
Student 

 

Executor 

 

1. Analyze datasets 

find good customers. 

2.Writing master's 

dissertations. 

816 hours  

 

Project limitations are all factors that can be as a restriction on the degree of 

freedom of the project team members. 
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Table 8. Project limitations 

Factors Limitations / Assumptions 

3.1. Project's budget 525000 RUB 

3.1.1. Source of financing TPU 

3.2. Project timeline: 5/10/2020 to 30/05/2022 

3.2.1. Date of approval of plan of project 15/11/2020 

3.2.2. Completion date 18/05/2022 

 

As part of planning a science project, you need to build a project timeline and 

a Gantt Chart. 

Table 9. Project Schedule 

 Job title 
Duration, working 

days 
Start date 

Date of 

completion 
Participants 

General Technical 

supervision 
22 days 5/10/2020 5/11/2020 

Supervisor 

 

Planning project 21 days 5/11/2020 5/12/2020 Supervisor 

Data 

preprocessing 

and ROC curve 

plotting 

15 days 5/12/2020 5/01/2021 Student 

Plot the logistic 

regression curve 

and build the 

model 

20 days 1/03/2021 1/04/2021 Student 

Building decision 

trees and random 

forest models 

39 days 1/05/2021 29/06/2021 Student 

Compare the 

classification 

accuracy of 

decision trees 

and random 

forests 

21 days 15/10/2021 15/11/2021 
Supervisor/  

Student  
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Visualize scoring 

metrics using 

GUI 

21 days 06/03/2022 06/04/2022 Student 

Preparing of  

dissertation  
20 days 30/04/2022 30/05/2022 Student 

 

A Gantt chart, or harmonogram, is a type of bar chart that illustrates a project 

schedule. This chart lists the tasks to be performed on the vertical axis, and time 

intervals on the horizontal axis. The width of the horizontal bars in the graph 

shows the duration of each activity.  

Table 10. A Gantt chart 

№ Activities  Participants 
Тc, 

days 

Duration of the project 

2020 2021 2022 

10 11 12 1 3 5 7 9 11 3 4 5 

1 
General Technical 

supervision 
Supervisor 22 

 

           

2 Planning project Supervisor 21             

3 

Data 

preprocessing and 

ROC curve 

plotting 

Student 15             

4 

Plot the logistic 

regression curve 

and build the 

model 

Student 20             

5 

Building decision 

trees and random 

forest models 

Student 39             

6 

Compare the 

classification 

accuracy of 

decision trees and 

random forests 

Supervisor/  

Student 
21         
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7 

Visualize scoring 

metrics using 

GUI 

Student 21             

8 
Preparing of  

dissertation 
Student 20             

 

9.4 Scientific and technical research budget 

The amount of costs associated with the implementation of this work is the 

basis for the formation of the project budget. This budget will be presented as the 

lower limit of project costs when forming a contract with the customer. 

To form the final cost value, all calculated costs for individual items related to the 

manager and the student are summed. 

In the process of budgeting, the following grouping of costs by items is used: 

Material costs of scientific and technical research; 

costs of special equipment for scientific work (Depreciation of equipment used for 

design); 

basic salary; 

additional salary; 

labor tax; 

overhead. 

 
Calculation of material costs 

The calculation of material costs is carried out according to the formula: 

1
1

m

m Т i consi
i

C ( k ) P N
=

= + ⋅ ⋅∑  

 

where  m – the number of types of material resources consumed in the 

performance of scientific research; 

Nconsi – the amount of material resources of the i-th species planned to be used 

when performing scientific research (units, kg, m, m2, etc.); 

Pi – the acquisition price of a unit of the i-th type of material resources consumed 
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(rub./units, rub./kg, rub./m, rub./m2, etc.); 

kТ – coefficient taking into account transportation costs. 

Prices for material resources can be set according to data posted on relevant 

websites on the Internet by manufacturers (or supplier organizations). 
 

  Table 11. Material costs 

Name 

U
ni

t 

A
m

ou
nt

 

Pr
ic

e 
pe

r u
ni

t, 

ru
b.

 

M
at

er
ia

l c
os

ts
,  

ru
b.

 

Electricity of computer  kWh  150  5.8 870 

A4 Papers   100 1.0 100 

Printing A4 Papers  10 80 800 

Total 1770 
 

9.5 Costs of special equipment 

This point includes the costs associated with the acquirement of special 

equipment (instruments, stands, devices and mechanisms) necessary to carry out 

work on a specific topic. 

Table 12. Costs of special equipment (+software) 
№ 
 

equipment 

identification 

Quantity 

of equipment 

Price per unit, 

rub. 

Total cost of 

equipment, rub. 

1. Rog computer 1 120000 120000 

2.    Pycharm software 1 12010 12010 

Total 132010 

 

9.6 Basic salary 

This point includes the basic salary of participants directly involved in the 

implementation of work on this research. The value of salary costs is determined 

based on the labor intensity of the work performed and the current salary system 

The basic salary (Sb) is calculated according to the formula: 
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 ,  

where   Sb – basic salary per participant; 

Тw – the duration of the work performed by the scientific and technical worker, 

working days; 

Sd - the average daily salary of an participant, rub. 

The average daily salary is calculated by the formula: 
 

, 
 

где  – monthly salary of an participant, rub .; 

М – the number of months of work without leave during the year: 

at holiday in 48 days, M = 11.2 months, 6 day per week; 

vF – valid annual fund of working time of scientific and technical personnel (251 

days). 
 

 Table 13. The valid annual fund of working time 

Working time indicators  

Calendar number of days 365 

The number of non-working days 

- weekend 

- holidays 

 

52 

14 

Loss of working time 

- vacation 

- isolation period 

- sick absence 

48 

 

The valid annual fund of working time 251 

Monthly salary is calculated by formula: 

 
month base premium bonus regS S ( k k ) k= ⋅ + ⋅ ,   (x) 

where  Sbase – base salary, rubles; 

kpremium – premium rate;  

b waS S Т= ⋅

v

m
d

S MS
F
⋅

=

mS
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kbonus – bonus rate; 

kreg – regional rate. 
 

Table 14. Calculation of the base salaries 

Performers 
Sbase, 

rubles 
kpremium kbonus kreg 

Smonth, 

rub. 

Wd, 

rub. 

Тр, 

work 

days 

Wbase, 

 rub. 

Supervisor 37700 
  1.3 

49010 1633.7 64 104554.7 

Student 19200 24960 832 136 113152 

 

Additional salary 

This point includes the amount of payments stipulated by the legislation on 

labor, for example, payment of regular and additional holidays; payment of time 

associated with state and public duties; payment for work experience, etc. 

Additional salaries are calculated on the basis of 10-15% of the base salary of 

workers: 

 
add extra baseW k W= ⋅ ,   

where  Wadd – additional salary, rubles; 

kextra – additional salary coefficient (10%);  

Wbase – base salary, rubles. 
Labor tax 

Tax to extra-budgetary funds are compulsory according to the norms 

established by the legislation of the Russian Federation to the state social insurance 

(SIF), pension fund (PF) and medical insurance (FCMIF) from the costs of 

workers. 

Payment to extra-budgetary funds is determined of the formula:  
 

social b base addP k (W W )= ⋅ +  

where  kb – coefficient of deductions for labor tax. 

In accordance with the Federal law of July 24, 2009 No. 212-FL, the amount 

of insurance contributions is set at 30%. Institutions conducting educational and 
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scientific activities have rate - 27.1%. 

Table 15. Labor tax 

 Project leader Engineer 

Coefficient of deductions 27.1%  

Salary (basic and additional), 

rubles 

104554.7 113152 

Labor tax, rubles 28334.32 30664.19 
 

Overhead costs 

Overhead costs include other management and maintenance costs that can be 

allocated directly to the project. In addition, this includes expenses for the 

maintenance, operation and repair of equipment, production tools and equipment, 

buildings, structures, etc. 

Overhead costs account from 30% to 90% of the amount of base and 

additional salary of employees. 

Overhead is calculated according to the formula: 

ov ov base addС k (W W )= ⋅ +  

where kov – overhead rate. 

 

Table 16. Overhead 

 Project leader Engineer 

Overhead rate 30%  

Salary, rubles 104554.7 113152 

Overhead, rubles 31366.41 33945.6 

 

Formation of budget costs 

The calculated cost of research is the basis for budgeting project costs. 

Determining the budget for the scientific research is given in the table 16. 

 

Table 17. Items expenses grouping 
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Name Cost, rubles 

Material costs 1770 

Equipment costs 132010 

Basic salary 217706.7 

Additional salary 0 

Labor tax 58008.51 

Overhead 65312.01 

Other direct costs  0 

Total planned costs 474807.2 
 

9.7 Evaluation of the comparative effectiveness of the project 

Determination of efficiency is based on the calculation of the integral 

indicator of the effectiveness of scientific research. Its finding is associated with 

the definition of two weighted average values: financial efficiency and resource 

efficiency. 

The integral indicator of the financial efficiency of a scientific study is obtained in 

the course of estimating the budget for the costs of three (or more) variants of the 

execution of a scientific study. For this, the largest integral indicator of the 

implementation of the technical problem is taken as the calculation base (as the 

denominator), with which the financial values for all the options are correlated. 
 

The integral financial measure of development is defined as:  

 

, 
 

where   – integral financial measure of development; 

Ci – the cost of the i-th version;  

Cmax – the maximum cost of execution of a research project (including analogues). 

The obtained value of the integral financial measure of development reflects the 

corresponding numerical increase in the budget of development costs in times (the 
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value is greater than one), or the corresponding numerical reduction in the cost of 

development in times (the value is less than one, but greater than zero). 

Since the development has one performance, then  = 1. 

The integral indicator of the resource efficiency of the variants of the research 

object can be determined as follows:  

1

n
а а
т i i

i
I a b

=

=∑
     1

n
р р

т i i
i

I a b
=

=∑
 

where   тI  – integral indicator of resource efficiency for the i-th version of 

the development;  

ia – the weighting factor of the i-th version of the development;  
a
ib , 

р
ib – score rating of the i-th version of the development, is established by an 

expert on the selected rating scale;  

n – number of comparison parameters.  

The calculation of the integral indicator of resource efficiency is presented in the 

form of table 18. 

Table 18 – Evaluation of the performance of the project 

                                           

 

Criteria 

Weight 

criterion 
Points 

1. Ease of operation 0.10 13 

2. Enough data 0.30 12 

4. Smart interface quality 0.05 13 

5. Ability to connect to PC 0.05 12 

Economic criteria for performance evaluation 

1. Competitive power 0.10 12 

2. Prediction accuracy 0.30 13 

3. Development cost 0.05 9 

4. After-sale service 0.05 13 
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Total 1 97 

The integral indicator of the development efficiency ( ) is determined on the 

basis of the integral indicator of resource efficiency and the integral financial 

indicator using the formula: 

 

                                ,  𝐼𝐼исп.2 = 𝐼𝐼р−исп2
𝐼𝐼финр
исп.2  и т.д. 

  

Comparison of the integral indicator of the current project efficiency and 

analogues will determine the comparative efficiency. Comparative effectiveness of 

the project:  

 

. 

  

Thus, the effectiveness of the development is presented in table 19. 

Table 19 – Efficiency of development 

№ Indicators Points 

1  Integral financial measure of development 12 

2  Integral indicator of resource efficiency of development 15 

3  Integral indicator of the development efficiency 13 

 

Comparison of the values of integral performance indicators allows us to 

understand and choose a more effective solution to the technical problem from the 

standpoint of financial and resource efficiency.  
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9.8 Conclusion for Financial management, resource efficiency and 

resource saving 

Thus, in this section was developed stages for design and create competitive 

development that meet the requirements in the field of resource efficiency and 

resource saving. 

These stages includes: 

development of a common economic project idea, formation of a project concept; 

organization of work on a research project; 

identification of possible research alternatives; 

research planning; 

assessing the commercial potential and prospects of scientific research from the 

standpoint of resource efficiency and resource saving; 

determination of resource (resource saving), financial, budget, social and economic 

efficiency of the project. 
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10. Social responsibility 

10.1 Introduction 
The developed project aims to screen credit customers according to the 

personal information on the finance dataset, finding the right person (the good 

customer) to provide a reference for the bank's loan business. The development of 

the program is only carried out with the help of computer. 

In this section, harmful and dangerous factors affecting the work of personnel will 

be considered, the impact of the developed program on the environment, legal and 

organizational issues, measures in emergency situations will be considered. 

The work was carried out in the hall of residence of TPU (2th floor) and my 

apartment in China. Room 402 was a research execution place. The layout of the 

apartment is shown in Figure: 

  
Figure 52. Apartment layout 402 
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10.2 Legal and organizational issues of occupational safety 
Today, one of the main ways to fundamentally improve all prevention efforts 

is the widespread implementation of an integrated occupational safety and health 

management system to reduce overall accident rates and occupational morbidity. 

This means combining isolated activities into a targeted system of action at all 

levels and stages of the production process.  

Occupational safety is a multidisciplinary field concerned with the safety, health, 

and welfare of people at work. The goal of occupational safety programs is to 

foster a safe and healthy work environment. Occupational safety may also protect 

co-workers, family members, employers, customers, and many others who might 

be affected by the workplace environment. 

According to the GOST 12.2.032-78 SSBT - Workplace when performing work 

while sitting General ergonomic requirements: 

- The design of the workplace and the relative position of all its elements (seats, 

controls, ways of displaying information, etc.) must conform to anthropometric, 

physiological and psychological requirements and the nature of the work; 

- The shape of the work surface for each type of equipment should be determined 

according to the nature of the work performed. It can be rectangular, have a cutout 

for a work box or a groove for a desktop, etc. If necessary, a handrail should be 

installed on the work surface; 

- The height of the footrest must be adjustable. The width must be at least 300mm 

and the length must be at least 400mm. The bracket surface must have grooves. A 

10mm high edge should be provided along the front edge; 

- The design of the workplace should ensure that labor is carried out within the 

confines of the sports field. Figures 1 and 2 show the extent of a sports field of 

average human size in both vertical and horizontal planes.(Reach zone of the motor 

field in the horizontal plane with a working surface height above the floor of 725 mm) 
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Figures 53. Range of reach of the motor field in the vertical plane 

 
Figures 54. Reach zone of the motor field in the horizontal plane 

- The frequently used way of displaying information requires less accurate and 

faster readings, which can be placed in the vertical plane at an angle of ±30° from 

the normal line of sight, and in the horizontal plane at an angle of ±30° from the 

sagittal plane; 

According to the SanPiN 2.2.2/2.4.1340-03, workplaces where PCs are used must 

comply with these hygiene rules: 

- In industrial sites where computer-assisted work is used, the temperature, relative 

humidity and air velocity of the workplace must comply with the current hygiene 

standards for the microclimate of the industrial site. 

- In PC-equipped locations, routine wet cleaning and system ventilation are 

performed after every hour of work on the PC. 

- The content of positive and negative ions in the air of the place where the PC is 
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located must meet the current hygiene and epidemiological standards. 

- The table should be positioned so that the video display terminal faces the side of 

the light opening so that natural light falls mainly on the left side. 

- Workplaces using PCs are recommended to be separated from each other by 1.5-

2.0 m high partitions when performing creative work that requires extreme mental 

stress or high concentration. 

- The height of the bench work surface for adult use should be adjusted within 680-

800 mm; if this is not possible, the height of the bench work surface should be 725 

mm. 

- Workplaces for PC users should be equipped with footrests with a width of at 

least 300 mm, a depth of at least 400 mm, a height adjustable to 150 mm, and an 

inclination angle of 20° on the support surface of the stand. The surface of the 

stand must be corrugated and have a 10mm high edge along the front edge. 

- The keyboard should be placed on a desktop 100-300mm from the user-facing 

edge, or on a special height-adjustable work surface separate from the main 

desktop. 

Rules for labor protection and safety measures are introduced in order to prevent 

accidents, ensure safe working conditions for workers and are mandatory for 

workers, managers, engineers and technicians. 

According to the SanPiN 2.2.4.1329-03, personal protective equipment when 

working on a computer includes spectral computer glasses to improve image 

quality and Protection against excessive energy flows of visible light and for Prof. 

Glasses reduce eye fatigue by 25-30%.  

They are recommended to be used by all operators when working more than 2 

hours a day, and in case of visual impairment by 2 diopters or more - regardless of 

the duration of work.  

 
10.3 Occupational safety 

Working conditions - a set of factors of the working environment and the labor 

process that affect the performance and health of a person. 
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 Safe working conditions - working conditions under which the impact on 

workers of harmful and (or) hazardous production factors is excluded or the levels 

of their impact do not exceed the established standards. 

 The purpose of labor protection - to minimize the likelihood of injury or illness 

of working personnel at maximum labor productivity. 

Hazardous production factor (OPF) - is called such a production factor, the 

impact of which on the employee can lead to injury. 

Harmful production factor (HFF) - such a production factor, the impact of which 

on the employee can lead to his illness or reduced disability.  

GOST 12.0.003-2015 “Hazardous and harmful production factors. Classification" 

must be used to identify potential factors, that can effect on a worker (employee). 

Table 20. - Potential hazardous and harmful production factors 

Factors 

(GOST 12.0.003-2015) 
Legislation documents 

 

1. Lack or lack of natural light, insufficient 

illumination. 

 

SanPiN 2.2.1/2.1.1.1278-03 

Hygienic requirements for 

natural, artificial and mixed 

lighting of residential and public 

buildings; 

 

2. Excessive levels of noise  

 

GOST 12.1.003-2014 

Occupational safety standards 

system. Noise. General safety 

requirements  

 

3. Electromagnetic fields.  

 

SanPiN 2.2.4.1329-03 

Requirements for protection of 

personnel from the impact of 

impulse electromagnetic fields; 

 

4. Physical overload (static-long-term 

preservation of a certain posture).  

GOST 12.2.032-78 SSBT. 

Workplace when performing 
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 work while sitting General 

ergonomic requirements. 

10.4 Lack or lack of natural light, insufficient illumination 

Light sources can be both natural and artificial. The natural source of the light 

in the room is the sun, artificial light are lamps. In the working environment of the 

computer, there may be weather reasons or insufficient indoor lighting. 

With long work in low illumination conditions and in violation of other parameters 

of the illumination, visual perception decreases, myopia, eye disease develops, and 

headaches appear. 

According to the SanPiN 2.2.1/2.1.1.1278-03 standard, the illumination on the 

table surface in the area of the working document should be 300-500 lux. Lighting 

should not create glare on the surface of the monitor. Illumination of the monitor 

surface should not be more than 300 lux. 

The brightness of the lamps of common light in the area with radiation angles from 

50 to 90° should be no more than 200 cd/m, the protective angle of the lamps 

should be at least 40°. The ripple coefficient should not exceed 5%. 

 

10.5 Excessive levels of noise 

Noise can be generated by the fan of the computer processor, the fan of the 

computer graphics card, or it can be transmitted from the outside. 

Noise worsens working conditions; have a harmful effect on the human body, 

namely, the organs of hearing and the whole body through the central nervous 

system. It results in weakened attention, deteriorated memory, decreased response, 

and increased number of errors in work. 

When working on a PC, according to the GOST 12.1.003-2014 document the noise 

level in the workplace should not exceed 65 dB. 

In order to study in a quiet environment, irrelevant applications of the computer 

should be closed to reduce computer power consumption, thereby reducing 

computer noise, and windows should also be closed to reduce environmental noise. 

10.6 Increased electromagnetic field 
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In our case, according to the SanPiN 2.2.4.1329-03 standard, the sources of 

increased intensity of the electromagnetic field are a personal computer. 8 kA / m 

is considered acceptable. An hour's working day for an employee at his workplace, 

with the maximum permissible level of tension, should be no more than 8 kA / m, 

and the level of magnetic induction should be 10 mT. Compliance with these 

standards makes it possible to avoid the negative effects of electromagnetic 

radiation.  

To reduce the level of the electromagnetic field from personal it is 

recommended to connect no more than two computers to one outlet, make a 

protective grounding, connect the computer to the outlet through an electric field 

neutralizer.  

Sources of electromagnetic radiation in the workplace are system units and 

monitors of switched-on computers. To bring down exposure to such types of 

radiation, it is recommended to use such monitors, the radiation level is reduced, as 

well as to install protective screens and observe work and rest regimes.  

According to the intensity of the electromagnetic field at a distance of 50 cm 

around the screen along the electrical component should be no more than:  

- in the frequency range 5 Hz - 2 kHz - 25 V / m;  

- in the frequency range 2 kHz - 400 kHz - 2.5 V / m.  

The magnetic flux density should be no more than:  

- in the frequency range 5 Hz - 2 kHz - 250 nT;  

- in the frequency range 2 kHz - 400 kHz - 25 nT.  

There are the following ways to protect against EMF:  

- increase the distance from the source (the screen should be at least 50 cm from 

the user);  

- the use of pre-screen filters, special screens and other personal protective 

equipment.  

10.7 Physical overload  

As a computer worker, you often need to sit in front of the computer for a 

long time to work. This static working posture will cause physical overload for a 
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long time. If you sit for a long time, your body will protest, and many people will 

have occupational diseases. If you don't pay attention to timely improvement, it 

will have a great impact on your health. 

Wrist pain and decreased finger flexibility: Some friends who are engaged in 

writing work need to keep typing on the keyboard at the computer when they go to 

work. If the hand performs a single activity for a long time, the wrist joints, fingers 

and other parts may appear In the case of faint pain, the flexibility of the fingers 

will also decrease. 

Lumbar and cervical vertebrae are often painful: when many people sit for a 

long time, they can maintain a straight posture at first, and the whole person can sit 

very upright, but with the development of time, many people will begin to hunched 

over. The neck will also stretch forward, and the lumbar spine, cervical spine and 

other parts of the human body will experience faint pain, and some people may 

even have problems such as lumbar disc herniation. 

According to the GOST 12.2.032-78 SSBT standard, The design of the workplace 

and the relative position of all its elements (seats, controls, ways of displaying 

information, etc.) must conform to anthropometric, physiological and 

psychological requirements and the nature of the work. 

It is recommended to prepare a comfortable small pillow at ordinary times and 

place the pillow on the chair, which will help relieve the pressure on the lumbar 

spine of the human body, and turn the neck more in leisure time, which can move 

the muscles and bones well. 

Therefore, after hitting the keyboard for about an hour, you should stop and move 

your wrist joints. You can stretch your fingers together, which can also relax our 

arms. 

For office workers, after sitting for a long time, the body is prone to some 

occupational diseases. Everyone should pay attention to avoid it in peacetime, and 

pay attention to replenishing the water in the body every day. The daily water 

intake is 2000 ml, which can be very good. Promote water circulation in the body, 

and get up and walk in moderation after sitting for a long time, which is more 
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conducive to the health of the body. 

 

10.8 Environmental Safety 

Presently section discusses the environmental impacts of the project 

development activities, as well as the product itself as a result of its 

implementation in production. The software product itself, developed during the 

implementation of the master's thesis, does not harm the environment either at the 

stages of its development or at the stages of operation. However, the funds required 

to develop and operate it can harm the environment.  

There is no production in the laboratory. The waste produced in the premises, first 

of all, can be attributed to waste paper, plastic waste, defective parts of personal 

computers and other types of computers. Waste paper is recommended accumulate 

and transfer them to waste paper collection points for further processing. Place 

plastic bottles in specially designed containers.  

Modern PCs are produced practically without the use of harmful substances 

hazardous to humans and the environment. Exceptions are batteries for computers 

and mobile devices. Batteries contain heavy metals, acids and alkalis that can harm 

the environment by entering the hydrosphere and lithosphere if not properly 

disposed of. For battery disposal it is necessary to contact special organizations 

specialized in the reception, disposal and recycling of batteries.  

Fluorescent lamps used for artificial illumination of workplaces also require 

special disposal, because they contain from 10 to 70 mg of mercury [1], which is 

an extremely dangerous chemical substance and can cause poisoning of living 

beings, and pollution of the atmosphere, hydrosphere and lithosphere. The service 

life of such lamps is about 5 years, after which they must be handed over for 

recycling at special reception points. Legal entities are required to hand over lamps 

for recycling and maintain a passport for this type of waste. An additional method 

to reduce waste is to increase the share of electronic document management [1]. 
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10.9 Emergency Safety 

An emergency poses an immediate risk of significant harm to health, life, 

property or the environment. Preparing for emergencies is an important part of 

workplace health and safety program. An emergency situation is a situation in a 

certain territory that has developed as a result of an accident, hazardous natural 

phenomenon, catastrophe or other disaster, which may entail human casualties, 

damage to human health or the environment, significant material losses and 

violation of the living conditions of people. Emergency for the presented work 

space is a fire. This emergency can occur in the event of non-compliance with fire 

safety measures, violation of the technique of using electrical devices and PCs, 

violations of the wiring of electrical networks and a number of other reasons.  

The working space provided for the performance of the WRC, according to NPB 

105-03 [2], can be classified as category B (fire hazard). 

The following reasons can be indicated as possible causes of a fire:  

• short circuit.   

• dangerous overload of networks, which leads to strong heating of live 

parts and ignition of insulation. 

• start-up of equipment after incorrect and unqualified repairs.  

To prevent emergencies, it is necessary to comply with fire safety rules in order to 

ensure the state of protection of employees and property from fire  

To protect against short circuits and overloads, it is necessary to correctly select, 

install and use electrical networks and automation equipment.  

To prevent the occurrence of fires, it is necessary to exclude the formation of a 

combustible environment, to monitor the use of non-combustible or hardly 

combustible materials in the construction and decoration of buildings.  

It is necessary to carry out the following fire prevention measures:  

• organizational measures related to the technical process, taking into account the 

fire safety of the facility (personnel briefing, training in safety rules, publication of 

instructions, posters, evacuation plans).  
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• operational measures that consider the operation of the equipment used 

(compliance with equipment operating standards, ensuring a free approach to 

equipment, maintaining conductor insulation in good condition).  

• technical and constructive measures related to the correct placement and 

installation of electrical equipment and heating devices (compliance with fire 

safety measures when installing electrical wiring, equipment, heating, ventilation 

and lighting systems).  

To increase the resistance of the working room to emergencies, it is necessary to 

install fire alarm systems that react to smoke and other combustion products, install 

fire extinguishers. Also, two times a year to conduct drills to practice actions in 

case of fire.  

An evacuation plan is presented in the presented working room at the 

entrance, a fire alarm system is installed. The room is equipped with OU-2 type 

carbon dioxide fire extinguishers in the amount of 2 pieces per one working area. 

There is an electrical panel within the reach of workers, with the help of which it is 

possible to completely de-energize the working room. In the event of a fire, you 

must call the fire department by phone 101 and inform the place of the emergency, 

take measures to evacuate workers in accordance with the evacuation plan. In the 

absence of direct threats to health and life, make an attempt to extinguish the 

resulting fire with existing carbon dioxide fire extinguishers. In case of loss of 

control over the fire, it is necessary to evacuate after the employees according to 

the evacuation plan and wait for the arrival of the fire service specialists. 

10.10 Conclusion for social responsibility 

Every employee must carry out professional activities that take into account 

social, legal, environmental and cultural aspects, health and safety issues, take 

social responsibility for solutions, and be aware of the need for sustainable 

development. 

This section includes the main issues and solutions for respecting employees' 

right to work, complying with labor safety, industrial safety, ecological and 

resource protection rules. 
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10.11 Reference for social responsibility 

 

GOST R 52105-2003 Resources saving. Waste treatment.  

NPB 105-03. Definition of categories of premises, buildings and outdoor. 
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List of terms and abbreviations 

 

SAS – Statistical analysis system 

HIVE – The Apache Hive data warehouse software 

LOG R – Logistic regression 

AUC – Area Under the ROC Curve 

ROC – Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve 

N – Number of samples 

GB – Good or bad 

DT – Decision Trees 

KNN – K-NearestNeighbor 

SVM – Support Vector Machine 

GNB – GaussianNB 

RF – Random Forest 
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Appendix A Program cod for scorecard (GUI) 
Code: 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 

from PyQt5.QtWidgets import * 

from PyQt5.QtWidgets import QApplication 

from PyQt5.QtCore import QCoreApplication 

import copy 

 

app = QApplication([]) 

window = QMainWindow() 

 

window.resize(1200, 1080) 

window.move(500, 500) 

window.setWindowTitle('CreditCard_GUI') 

 

table = QTableWidget(window) 

table.move(20, 20) 

table.resize(800, 600) 

table.setObjectName("sql_result_out") 

 

x1_score = [2.0, -1.0, -1.0, -1.0, 0.0] 

x2_score = [4.0, 2.0, 1.0, 0.0, -1.0, -1.0, -2.0, -5.0] 

x4_score = [3.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.0, -0.0, -1.0, -4.0] 
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x19_score = [-0.0, -5.0, -6.0, 2.0] 

baseScore = 88.0 

 

ninf = float('-inf') 

pinf = float('inf') 

x1_cut = [ninf, 1, 2, 3, 5, pinf] 

x2_cut = [ninf, 23.0, 25.0, 28.0, 31.0, 35.0, 39.0, 

46.0, pinf] 

x4_cut = [ninf, 12.0, 21.0, 33.0, 45.0, 72.0, 144.0, 

pinf] 

x19_cut = [ninf, 1, 2, 5, pinf] 

 

score = [x1_score,x2_score,x4_score,x19_score] 

cut_t = [x1_cut,x2_cut,x4_cut,x19_cut] 

 

def compute_score(x): 

    tot_score = baseScore 

    cut_d = copy.deepcopy(cut_t) 

    for j in range(len(cut_d)): 

        cut_d[j].append(x[j]) 

        cut_d[j].sort() 

        for i in range(len(cut_d[j])): 

            if cut_d[j][i] == x[j]: 
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                tot_score = score[j][i-1] +tot_score 

    return tot_score 

 

PERS_H = QLineEdit(window) 

PERS_H.resize(150, 30) 

PERS_H.move(180, 700) 

PERS_H_lable = QLabel(window) 

PERS_H_lable.setText('PERS_H:') 

PERS_H_lable.resize(150, 30) 

PERS_H_lable.move(50, 700) 

 

AGE = QLineEdit(window) 

AGE.resize(150, 30) 

AGE.move(530, 700) 

AGE_lable = QLabel(window) 

AGE_lable.setText('AGE:') 

AGE_lable.resize(150, 30) 

AGE_lable.move(400, 700) 

 

TMJOB1 = QLineEdit(window) 

TMJOB1.resize(150, 30) 

TMJOB1.move(180, 780) 

TMJOB1_lable = QLabel(window) 
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TMJOB1_lable.setText('TMJOB1:') 

TMJOB1_lable.resize(150, 30) 

TMJOB1_lable.move(50, 780) 

 

cards_ = QLineEdit(window) 

cards_.resize(150, 30) 

cards_.move(530, 780) 

cards__lable = QLabel(window) 

cards__lable.setText('cards_:') 

cards__lable.resize(150, 30) 

cards__lable.move(400, 780) 

 

def calculate(): 

    #x = [PERS_H, AGE, TMJOB1, cards_] 

    PERS_H_value = int(PERS_H.text()) 

    AGE_value = int(AGE.text()) 

    TMJOB1_value = int(TMJOB1.text()) 

    cards__value = int(cards_.text()) 

    list_x = [PERS_H_value, AGE_value, TMJOB1_value, 

cards__value] 

    int_x = [int(x) for x in list_x] 

    scoreResults = compute_score(int_x) 
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    return scoreResults, PERS_H_value, AGE_value, 

TMJOB1_value, cards__value 

    # print(PERS_H_value, AGE_value, TMJOB1_value, 

cards__value) 

    # print(int_x) 

def test(): 

    PERS_H_value = PERS_H.text() 

    print(f'PERS_H_value:{PERS_H_value}') 

 

def showDialog(): 

    scoreValue, PERS_H_value, AGE_value, TMJOB1_value, 

cards__value= calculate() 

    dialog = QDialog() 

    dialog.resize(800,500) 

 

    Results = QLabel(dialog) 

    Results.setScaledContents(True) 

    Results.setText(f'Evaluate successfully! The score 

of this customer is: {scoreValue}') 

    #Results.move(50, 50) 

 

    bto = QPushButton("OK",dialog) 

    #bto.move(325,400) 

    #bto.resize(150,60) 
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    bto.clicked.connect(dialog.close) 

 

    vbox = QVBoxLayout() 

    vbox.addWidget(Results) 

    vbox.addWidget(bto) 

 

    dialog.setLayout(vbox) 

 

    dialog.setWindowTitle('Result') 

    dialog.exec_() 

 

bt1 = QPushButton('Evaluate', window) 

bt1.move(930, 730) 

bt1.resize(150, 55) 

bt1.clicked.connect(showDialog) 

 

btq = QPushButton('Quit', window) 

btq.move(930, 930) 

btq.resize(150, 55) 

btq.clicked.connect(QCoreApplication.instance().quit) 

 

window.show() 
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app.exec_() 
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